
Association of the Sons of Liberty in New York; December 15, 1773 

The following association is signed by a great number of the principal gentlemen of the city, 
merchants, lawyers, and other inhabitants of all ranks, and it is still carried about the city to give an 
opportunity to those who have not yet signed, to unite with their fellow citizens, to testify their 
abhorrence to the diabolical project of enslaving America. 

The Association of the Sons of Liberty of New York 

It is essential to the freedom and security of a free people, that no taxes be imposed upon them 
but by their own consent, or their representatives. For "What property have they in that which 
another may, by right, take when he pleases to himself?" The former is the undoubted right of 
Englishmen, to secure which they expended millions and sacrificed the lives of thousands. And yet, 
to the astonishment of all the world, and the grief of America, the Commons of Great Britain, after 
the repeal of the memorable and detestable Stamp Act, reassumed the power of imposing taxes on 
the American colonies; and insisting on it as a necessary badge of parliamentary supremacy, 
passed a bill, in the seventh year of his present Majesty's reign, imposing duties on all glass, 
painters' colours, paper, and teas, that should, after the 20th of November, 1767, be "imported from 
Great Britain into any colony or plantation in America". This bill, after the concurrence of the Lords, 
obtained the royal assent. And thus they who, from time immemorial, have exercised the right of 
giving to, or withholding from the crown, their aids and subsidies, according to their own free will and 
pleasure, signified by their representatives in Parliament, do, by the Act in question, deny us, their 
brethren in America, the enjoyment of the same right. As this denial, and the execution of that Act, 
involves our slavery, and would sap the foundation of our freedom, whereby we should become 
slaves to our brethren and fellow subjects, born to no greater stock of freedom than the Americans-
the merchants and inhabitants of this city, in conjunction with the merchants and inhabitants of the 
ancient American colonies, entered into an agreement to decline a part of their commerce with Great 
Britain, until the above mentioned Act should be totally repealed. This agreement operated so 
powerfully to the disadvantage of the manufacturers of England that many of them were 
unemployed. To appease their clamours, and to provide the subsistence for them, which the non-
importation had deprived them of, the Parliament, in 1770, repealed so much of the Revenue Act as 
imposed a duty on glass, painters' colours, and paper, and left the duty on tea, as a test of the 
parliamentary right to tax us. The merchants of the cities of New York and Philadelphia, having 
strictly adhered to the agreement, so far as it is related to the importation of articles subject to an 
American duty, have convinced the ministry, that some other measures must be adopted to execute 
parliamentary supremacy over this country, and to remove the distress brought on the East India 
Company, by the ill policy of that Act. Accordingly, to increase the temptation to the shippers of tea 
from England, an Act of Parliament passed the last session, which gives the whole duty on tea, the 
company were subject to pay, upon the importation of it into England, to the purchasers and 
exporters; and when the company have ten millions of pounds of tea in their warehouses exclusive 
of the quantity they may want to ship, they are allowed to export tea, discharged from the payment of 
that duty with which they were before chargeable. In hopes of aid in the execution of this project, by 
the influence of the owners of the American ships, application was made by the company to the 
captains of those ships to take the tea on freight; but they virtuously rejected it. Still determined on 
the scheme, they have chartered ships to bring the tea to this country, which may be hourly 
expected, to make an important trial of our virtue. If they succeed in the sale of that tea, we shall 
have no property that we can call our own, and then we may bid adieu to American liberty. 
Therefore, to prevent a calamity which, of all others, is the most to be dreaded-slavery and its 
terrible concomitants-we, the subscribers, being influenced from a regard to liberty, and disposed to 
use all lawful endeavours in our power, to defeat the pernicious project, and to transmit to our 
posterity those blessings of freedom which our ancestors have handed down to us; and to contribute 
to the support of the common liberties of America, which are in danger to be subverted, do, for those 



important purposes, agree to associate together, under the name and style of the sons of New York, 
and engage our honour to, and with each other faithfully to observe and perform the following 
resolutions, viz. 

1st. Resolved, that whoever shall aid or abet, or in any manner assist, in the introduction of tea 

from any place whatsoever, into this colony, while it is subject, by a British Act of Parliament, to the 
payment of a duty, for the purpose of raising a revenue in America, he shall be deemed an enemy to 
the liberties of America. 

2d. Resolved, that whoever shall be aiding, or assisting, in the landing, or carting of such tea, 

from any ship, or vessel, or shall hire any house, storehouse, or cellar or any place whatsoever, to 
deposit the tea, subject to a duty as aforesaid, he shall be deemed an enemy to the liberties of 
America. 

3d. Resolved, that whoever shall sell, or buy, or in any manner contribute to the sale, or 

purchase of tea, subject to a duty as aforesaid, or shall aid, or abet, in transporting such tea, by land 
or water, from this city, until the 7th George III, chap. 46, commonly called the Revenue Act, shall be 
totally and clearly repealed, he shall be deemed an enemy to the liberties of America. 

4th. Resolved, that whether the duties on tea, imposed by this Act, be paid in Great Britain or in 

America, our liberties are equally affected. 

5th. Resolved, that whoever shall transgress any of these resolutions, we will not deal with, or 

employ, or have any connection with him. 
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